Genetic variation in a modifier system affecting the expression of bare mutant of Drosophila subobscura.
Genetic variation affecting the expression of Bare (Ba), a morphological mutant of Drosophila subobscura that reduces the number of bristles and is located on the O chromosome of this species, is reported. Our results show that O chromosomes extracted from a natural population (El Pedroso, Santiago de Compostela, Spain) show considerable genetic variation in modifier effect upon Ba expression. The amount of modifier variability is dependent on the chromosomal arrangement (OST and O3 + 4 + 7), since modifier variation is higher in OST than in O3 + 4 + 7 chromosomes. Investigations of the genetic architecture of this modifier system on the O chromosome carried out using biometrical methods indicate that a relatively small number of genetic "factors" can explain the differences in modifier effect between a wild O chromosome of high modifier effect and a marker chromosome of low score. In addition, the modifier effects show a non-uniform distribution along the O chromosome and some indication of clustering of modifier "factors" around the major locus (Ba) is also observed.